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Powerbank 2 Inwall Power Conditioner

PowerBank 2 Inwall is upgradeable through authorized Transparent dealers to any PowerIsolator Power Conditioner.

Specifications
 *  2 high-current, grounded USA outlets with lightning-fast Transparent Surge Protection
 *  Avalanche diode surge protection never wears out
 *  Mounts flush with the wall surface

 *  Intended to be installed by a licensed electrician
 *  Covered by Transparent’s Connected Equipment Warranty

Powerbank 2 Power Conditioner

PowerBank 2 is upgradeable through authorized Transparent dealers to any PowerIsolator Power Conditioner.  

Specifications
 *  2 high-current, grounded USA outlets with lightning-fast Transparent Surge Protection
 *  Coaxial source surge protector
 *  A gigabit network source surge protector
 *  Avalanche diode surge protection never wears out
 *  Ultra-compact enclosure
 *  Installs directly onto a grounded duplex outlet
 *  Covered by Transparent’s Connected Equipment Warranty

The PowerBank 2 InWall is one of the finest surge protection power devices available. It features the security of surge protection 
without any of the performance drawbacks normally associated with surge protectors. The new Generation 5 P2IW has two high 
current, grounded outlets. The P2IW can be used with stand-alone unprotected electronics or to add additional noise filtration 
and surge protection to an older Transparent power product.  

Transparent power products effectively isolate components, remove line noise and modulation distortion, and suppress spikes 
and surges without the use of transformers, chokes or other series filtering devices which limit current capacity and add 
distortions. These unique products are the most transparent way to clean up the power going into your high end audio and video 
components for cleaner sound and picture coming out.

 *  Fits in a standard 2-gang box but we recommend a deep box to provide 
ample room for wire connectors

The PowerBank 2 is one of the finest surge protection power devices available. It features the security of surge protection without 
any of the performance drawbacks normally associated with surge protectors. The new Generation 5 P2 has two high current, 
grounded outlets, a coaxial source surge protector, and a gigabit network source surge protector. The P2 can be used with stand-
alone unprotected electronics or to add additional noise filtration and surge protection to an older Transparent power product.

Transparent power products effectively isolate components, remove line noise and modulation distortion, and suppress spikes 
and surges without the use of transformers, chokes or other series filtering devices which limit current capacity and add 
distortions. These unique products are the most transparent way to clean up the power going into your high end audio and video 
components for cleaner sound and picture coming out.



Powerbank 6 Power Conditioner

PowerBank 6 is upgradeable through authorized Transparent dealers to PowerWave or any PowerIsolator Power Conditioner.

Specifications
 *  6 high-current, grounded, surge protected USA outlets
 *  Coaxial source surge protector
 *  A gigabit network source surge protector
 *  Compact chassis
 *  Use free-standing or mount in rack with brackets (included)
 *  2-meter grounded built-in power cord
 *  Covered by Transparent’s Connected Equipment Warranty

PowerWave

The new PowerWave delivers clear, clean unrestricted power on a whole new level.

Specifications
The US version features:
 *  8 high-current outlets isolated into 4 banks
 *  Transparent avalanche diode lightning fast warrantied surge protection
 *  Coax and data network surge protection, and a Performance Power Cord
Euro versions feature:
 *  6 high-current outlets isolated into 3 banks
 *  Transparent surge protection on all outlets
 *  Data network surge protection with Generation 5 Power Technology

Reference PowerIsolator

Features
 *  8 high-current, grounded, noise-isolated USA outlets, 7 EU outlets, or 6 UK outlets
 *  4 separate noise-isolated banks for all types of components including power amplifiers.
 *  Gigabit Ethernet surge protection
 *  Parallel filter circuit design does not restrict current.

 *  Detachable high-current REFERENCE Power Cord.

The PowerBank 6 is one of the finest surge protection power strips available. It features the security of surge protection without 
any of the performance drawbacks normally associated with surge protectors. The new Generation 5 P6 has 6 high current, 
grounded outlets, a coaxial source surge protector, and a gigabit network source surge protector. Additional, separate, source 
protection modules can be added as required.  
Transparent power products effectively isolate components, remove line noise and modulation distortion, and suppress spikes 
and surges without the use of transformers, chokes or other series filtering devices which limit current capability and add 
distortions. These unique products are the most transparent way to clean up the power going into your high-end audio and video 
components for cleaner sound and picture coming out.  

The new PowerWave, with its alluring all-aluminum sculptured form, minimizes magnetic fields for improved dynamic power 
capability. A generous measure of Generation 5 PowerIsolator Technology frees the new PowerWave to deliver more realizable 
power more efficiently and quietly. Suspended within a substantial mass of non-conductive polymer resin, the PowerWave's 
improved filter circuits are free from resonant interference.

REFERENCE PowerIsolator (RPI) shares more technology with the ultimate OPUS PowerIsolator than Transparent PowerIsolator 
(PI). The US version of RPI has 8 outlets, the EU version has 7 outlets, and the UK version has 6 outlets. All outlets have surge 
protection, broadband noise filtration, and power factor correction. More precise circuit layout than PI also enhances electrical 
isolation between outlet banks in RPI.  
RPI power factor correction is more effective than that which is incorporated in the PI design. Power factor correction promotes 
superior tonal fidelity and more realizable power for your components. The RPI parallel filter circuit design does not restrict 
current.
REFERENCE PowerIsolator has a hybrid aluminum and non-magnetic thermoformed polymer enclosure that promotes 
electromagnetic field expansion and allows more fluid and robust dynamics than PI which has an all-aluminum chassis. Internal 
cross bracing and additional proprietary epoxy loading also damp resonances and vibrations to a greater degree.
Transparent includes a REFERENCE Power Cord, an integral part of the REFERENCE PowerIsolator design. Transparent 
recommends using REFERENCE Power Cords with all associated components.
All Transparent power conditioners have a strong connected components warranty in the event that a power surge causes 
damage to your components.

 *  Parallel hydraulic magnetic circuit breaker provides failsafe circuit 
protection without limiting current.



XL PowerIsolator

Features
 *   high-current, grounded, noise-isolated USA outlets, 3 EU outlets, or 2 UK outlets.
 *  2 separate noise-isolated banks for all types of components including power amplifiers.
 *  Gigabit Ethernet surge protection.
 *  Parallel filter circuit design does not restrict current.

 *  Detachable high-current XL Power Cord.

Opus PowerIsolator

Specifications
 *  Broadband power line noise filtering with ideal power factor correction
 *  Free current flow without restriction
 *  Two identical high-current, grounded, surge protected outlets
 *  Detachable 2-meter OPUS Power Cord included
 *  Available in USA, UK, EU and other power applications

XL PowerIsolator shares technology with the ultimate OPUS PowerIsolator in a 4-outlet configuration with 2 isolating circuits. With 
fewer outlets than REFERENCE PowerIsolator (RPI), there is room to achieve superior isolation between outlet banks. In addition, 
its detachable XL Power Cord reduces noise more effectively than REFERENCE Power Cord, and fewer components draw upon 
the detachable power cord that feeds XLPI. There is, therefore, more available power per component with XLPI compared to RPI. 
All outlets have surge protection, broadband noise filtration, and power factor correction. XLPI power factor correction is more 
effective than that which is incorporated in the RPI design. Power factor correction promotes superior tonal fidelity and more 
realizable power for your components. The XLPI parallel filter circuit design does not restrict current.

XL PowerIsolator has a hybrid aluminum and non-magnetic thermoformed polymer enclosure that allows full electromagnetic field 
expansion which promotes fluid and robust dynamic capability. Internal cross bracing and additional proprietary epoxy loading 
also damp resonances and vibrations to a greater degree than REFERENCE PowerIsolator. Adjustable, precision machined 
isolation feet reduce vibration further and come with soft or hard contact options to work more effectively on a variety of different 
types of surfaces
With its compact, attractive form, XLPI can sit on the floor dedicated to amplifiers, or two units can fit neatly on a standard shelf to 
accommodate source components.  
All Transparent power conditioners have a strong connected components warranty in the event that a power surge causes 
damage to your components.

 *  Parallel hydraulic magnetic circuit breaker provides failsafe circuit 
protection without limiting current.

The groundbreaking Transparent Generation 5 Power Conditioning Filter Technology introduced in the new OPUS PowerIsolator 
snuffs out broadband AC power line noise without restricting current or introducing phase shift. Designed to work in perfect 
harmony with its included 20-amp IEC OPUS Power Cord, OPI is ready to deliver limitless current and noise-free, in-phase power 
through 2 identical, high current, grounded, and surge protected outlets. Most other power conditioning solutions reduce some 
AC noise, but they also restrict instantaneous current and alter the phase of the power signal — a condition that introduces noise 
and shifts the tonal balance performance of the system. OPI in combination with OPUS Power Cords insures that your system is 
free to reveal all the dynamic complexity and energy and the pure and natural instrumental tonality encoded in your favorite 
music sources

With OPI’s curvaceous carbon fiber form, there can be no mistaking its OPUS lineage. Like OPUS Speaker Cable, OPI’s epoxy-
loaded, fully damped carbon-fiber carapace blocks vibrations and allows electromagnetic fields to fully expand. The OPI center of 
gravity is also low and wide which further insures that any excess energy broadly dissipates away from the filter circuitry. 
Adjustable, precision machined isolation feet reduce vibration further and come with soft or hard contact options to work more 
effectively on a variety of different types of surfaces.

Painstakingly constructed with multi-step measurements and circuit adjustments, the OPI filter circuit is also calibrated to the filter 
characteristics of the included OPUS Power Cord. OPUS Power Cord conductors serve to link the OPI filter circuit from input to 
output, and the filter characteristics of the OPI conductors are also an important part of the measurement process and filter circuit 
calibration. OPI’s parallel noise filtering circuit results in full, free, instantaneous current flow, thereby allowing your system to 
deliver untethered musical dynamics. Likewise, the parallel hydraulic magnetic circuit breaker provides failsafe circuit protection 
without limiting current.
For optimum OPUS PowerIsolator performance, use with only one component on a dedicated AC circuit and use an OPUS Power 
Cord for each OPI to component connection.


